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Within this article reference is made to extracts from the Changi Informer which was the official magazine of Royal Air 

Force Changi.  Published on a regular basis throughout the year it was for the service personnel and their families and 

carried news stories from the various squadrons, flights and departments at RAF Changi.  It was also a vehicle for providing 

information on schools, social clubs and other facilities on the camp, as well as providing a guide on what films were being 

shown at the Astra Cinema as well as other attractions that were available in the city. 

In 1968, Britain had announced a total withdrawal of its troops “East of Suez” with the pull-out from 

Malaysia and Singapore scheduled by the end of 1971, so in January the personnel on 1574 TFF 

began preparations to disband by the middle of the year.  In February 1971 the flight had arranged a 

photoshoot to commemorate the pending historical event.  

 

Figure 1.   1574 TFF Personnel and “Sol & Abbas” Singapore Nationals (February 1971) 

 

 

Figure 2.  Flight Sgt. Tim Flynn and Flt Lt. Paul Miller (centre) Middle Row 

 



Extract from the Changi Informer Vol. IV, No. 5 

Dated: January 1970 

  



At the end of February 1971 there was an order to clear out the contents of the Flights wooden hut 

and move them into the nearby tent (shown in Figure 3).  A few days later there appeared through 

the security gates that provided access to Telok Paku Road, a newly painted car chassis complete 

with wheels with new tyres fitted and nothing else.  This was quickly manoeuvred into the now 

empty hut, effectively hidden from view.   

Soon it became evident that the chassis belonged to the Commanding Officer Paul Miller who called 

the flight personnel to a briefing in the crew room.   We were informed that the chassis was from a 

1936 SS Jaguar and that it had been shortened.   

The engine and gearbox were currently being overhauled and 

the radiator repaired and re-chromed.   

Paul Miller then took out of his pocket a matchbox toy car of a 

racing Bugatti and told us his intention was to enter the car into 

the forthcoming Singapore Vintage Grand Prix which was in 6 

weeks’ time.  

The aim was to build a body which looked like the Bugatti from scratch.   

And so the project began……………. 

 

 

Figure 3.  A recognisable RAF Changi trader “Maryson Lim” Fresh Fruit seller at 1574 TFF (Hut shown in Background) 

  



 

 

 

Figure 5.  Components installed on bulkhead and cabling being fitted. 

Figure 4.  Early stages - Tubular framework built by Station Workshops and the engine being fitted 



 

Figure 6.  Note the concrete manhole cover (for ballast) and car is wider than the door! 

 

In addition to the procurement of the manhole cover from the Department of the Environment (Not 

sure if they knew about it), the straight through exhaust pipework was rumoured to be a scaffolding 

pole that had found lying around – apparently unwanted! 

The car seats were of course from a Meteor aircraft – where else.  Across the runway and 

unbeknown by many, were two Meteors that had been taken out of service many years earlier 

covered by greenery and overgrowth.  Suitably adorned to protect against the wildlife the cockpit 

was opened and the seats removed and modified for fit to the SS Jaguar. 



The Finished 1574 TFF SS Jaguar 

 

 

 
 

On the radiator cap is the original model matchbox Bugatti from which the final bodywork shape and 

design was taken. 

The radiator badge was made by the Dental Centre.  How many fillings would that have made? 



The Thomson Road Grand Prix Circuit – Today and how it was in 1971. 

 

 

The Thomson Road Grand Prix 

circuit was a former race circuit 

encompassing Old Upper Thomson 

Road in Singapore.  

 

It was formerly a racing venue for 

the Formula Libre & Australian AF2 

rules from 1961 to 1973.  

 

The track was 4.865 km or 3.023 

miles long and ran in a clockwise 

direction. New Zealander Graeme 

Lawrence who became the most 

successful driver in the history of 

the event with three successive 

wins from 1969-1971. 

 



What happened? 

Extract from the Changi Informer June 1971 

 

In the above photograph you can clearly see the straight through exhaust pipe.  Extracting the car 
from the wooden hut had proved a problem due to the fact the doorway had to be enlarged and in 
addition when the car was wheeled out on wooden planks unfortunately the exhaust pipe supports 
brackets were damaged. 
 
Due to the tight deadline (apparently the car was still being painted the night before the race) the 
repair to the exhaust supports was hurried.  Although not mentioned in the Changi Informer report, 
it was found that the exhaust support had unfortunately failed during the race causing the exhaust 
pipework at the engine to release hot exhaust gases which damaged the plug leads. 



Last time up for an aging foursome 

The following photograph and article was taken from the Singapore Straits Times  

METEOR JET “Victor Whisky 487” veteran aircraft of the Far East Air Force took this picture during 

it last flight - a photographic sortie to film three Meteor Mk 20 target-towing jets which were also 

taking to the air for the last time over Singapore from where they have been operating since 1954. 

“Victor Whisky 487” had been flying for more than 21 years.  All four aircraft of No. 1574 Target 

Facilities Flight were based at Changi. 

Primary task of the Meteors was target towing for gunnery practice by warships of the British, 

New Zealand, Australian and Royal Malaysian Navies, and by RAF aircraft, British Army artillery 

units and RAF Regiment light anti-aircraft squadrons. 

Postscript 

I was stationed at RAF Changi from September 1969 until August 1971 working on 1574 TFF as a 

Corporal Instrument Fitter (Navigation).  This year marks 50 years since I was involved with many 

others at RAF Changi helping Flt Lt. Paul Miller build his Bugatti shaped SS Jaguar racing car.  I was 

mainly involved in modifying the Meteor seats and making the instrument panel.  Unfortunately I 

missed the last week of the build and also the race having been struck down, along with my wife 

who was 8 months pregnant, with “Singapore Gut”.  Thus the reason for the missing photographs of 

the completion of the bodywork.  I’m the airman sitting on the jet intake of Photograph Figure 1. 

I hope that you have enjoyed reading and sharing my memories of Singapore. 

Stay Safe.           Barry Fagg - February 2021 


